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In this issue we reflect on collecting data 
and documents which make up the contem-
porary history of our Society. In an attempt 
to find out about the beginnings of our little 
Society we look at diaries and existing his-
torical books. Nowadays, however, many of 
our communities no longer keep their diary 
up to date. It has become difficult to follow 
the evolution of a mission station or of a 
Missionary of Africa Centre. On the other 
hand the modern means of communication 
are within everybody’s reach... What can be 
done to ensure that the contemporary his-
tory of the Society will be passed on to fu-
ture generations? 

In a long article, Father Francis Nolan 
tells us how the Missionaries of Africa grad-
ually established themselves in Kenya and 
in different places and services of the 
Church. From individual initiatives, a dy-
namic urban mission was born.  

Freddy Kyombo
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Keeping Archives in a Digital 
Age for Future Generations 

At beginning of my stage in the parish of Tikare in the diocese of 
Ouahigouya, Burkina Faso, my confreres gave me the diaries of the 
parish to read. It was an enriching experience because anytime I went 
into a Christian community, things looked very familiar. In fact, it fa-
cilitated my integration. Some years later in my second community in 
Zinder, Niger, I was again invited to read the diary. Since they had just 
taken over the parish from a different congregation, from the records of 
my confreres I discovered various areas where I could invest my ener-
gies and talents. In both experiences I benefitted immensely from the 
practice of keeping diaries in our missionary undertakings. Though it is 
not easy to produce and keep records, it is worthwhile doing so.  

The importance of  producing and keeping 
records 

In recent years a lot of work has been done to help us understand and 
integrate the history of our Society. Our history team has produced a 
good amount of literature in this perspective. This work was possible 

thanks to our archives. Since 
the beginning of the Society 
some confreres have cultivated 
the habit of keeping records of 
what is happening in our mis-
sion stations, our communities 
and the larger society. These 
records are important sources 
for writing not only the history 
of our Society but also that of 
the evangelization of the peo-
ple and of the local Church as 
well as that of the people they 
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were serving. This information was very useful on the occasion of the 
jubilee of the 150th anniversary of our foundation. It helped us to get 
accurate and detailed information about how things happened and why 
they happened that way. 

The article of Francis Nolan about our presence in Mombasa in par-
ticular and Kenya in general benefitted from details that bring it to life 
as we read. This has been possible thanks to the painstaking efforts of 
the confreres who kept meticulously records of the events that took place 
at their time.  I had the joy of going through a book, yet to be published, 
of 400 pages on our confrere Jacques Lanfry. It is written by a French 
scholar, Rémi Caucanas, who has developed a special interest for our 
approach to encounters with Muslims. Looking at his sources I was 
amazed to realize that the bibliography occupies 30 pages; composed of 
typed but also hand written documents. These different documents came 
from different places: Lanfry’s own archives, the archives of our Gen-
eralate but also some confreres who kept the correspondence they had 
with him. 

Our archives are witnesses to our engagement with the people to 
whom we are bringing the Gospel message. They are consulted by reli-
gious leaders and academicians as well as decision makers. 

The frustration of  lack of  records of  events  

Most of the African parishes founded by our confreres are coming of 
age as they celebrate different jubilees (hundred years, seventy-five 
years, fifty years, twenty-five years…. etc.) Most of them need infor-
mation about their origins and so turn to our archives in Rome. Some 
diaries and photos have been sent back to their dioceses in Africa but 
these are difficult to come by or even to access. They are obliged to look 
up things in our archives. Some Parish Priests say that some information 
about the history of their parishes doesn’t exist since the time the mis-
sionaries left the parishes or that some missionaries had even abandoned 
the habit of keeping records of events long before they left the place.  

The lack of information is rather frustrating; the new generation can-
not have the whole picture of the life of their parishes or of their people. 
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However, this information is important for them because it helps them 
to know where they come from and also provides them with important 
elements in planning for the future. As time goes by the importance of 
producing and keeping records about the life of a community has be-
come a matter of concern. The Africa of oral tradition relied very much 
on elderly people for this information such that when an old person dies 
it is said that a whole library has disappeared. However, human memory 
is fallible and needs to be complemented by other means of keeping 
records of events of daily life. These events may seem trivial at the time 
they take place but can later on acquire great relevance. 

Archives in the digital-electronic era 

In this light our modern means of communication can help us to make 
a shift from paper to electronic archives. Though we belong to the throw 
away generation we should still keep records for future generations. The 
articles of Freddy Kyombo, Philippe Docq and that of Luc de l’Arbre 
and Jef Vleugels give us an inkling into how to make good what could 
seem a predicament. It may be important to recognize that the problem 
is not that of production but rather of proper conservation. It entails re-
cuperating and keeping what we publish on our different social net-
works. I remember reading not long ago on a certain WhatsApp page 
an interesting piece on sending off two confreres to start a rectorate 
which will eventually become a parish in the near future. It was illus-
trated with beautiful photographs. Later on when I wanted to show it to 
another confrere, I could not find it any longer. Due to the limited ca-
pacity of my handset, it was deleted! However, it will be good to keep 
records of this new pastoral insertion. This is a historic moment to be 
captured for posterity. 

However, with this major shift from paper documentation to digital 
material, there is a need to create an awareness and a sensitivity at the 
level of the whole Society with regards to keeping relevant records so 
that no page of history will be lost. We owe this to the future genera-
tions. 

Ignatius Anipu, Assistant General
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Missionaries of  Africa  
in Kenya 

Some of our confreres may not be aware that, long before any of our 
present communities existed in Kenya, we had a busy house in Mombasa 
for twenty-five years. How did this come about? 

The Mombasa procure 

During the nineteenth century, Zanzibar was the principal port for the 
East Africa so it was there that Fr Jamet was sent in November 1882 to 
found a procure to organise and supply the early caravans of missionar-
ies going up country.  He brought a site close to the sea from a long-
time resident trader nicknamed French Charlie.  During the middle 
months of each succeeding year, a group of missionaries and supplies 
arrived from North Africa to be fed, housed, and sent off up country with 
tools, hardware, and building and liturgical materials. The size of cara-
vans increased as the years passed and included thirty – five Fathers and 
Brothers and six White Sisters on the 18th of July 1899 for example.  

The cost of hiring several hundred porters, each carrying a thirty kilo 
load for hundreds of kilometres, was prohibitively expensive. It was un-
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dercut by the Uganda railway constructed from Mombasa to Kisumu on 
the eastern shore of Lake Victoria.   Begun in 1896, the one thousand 
and sixty kilometre track was a considerable engineering feat. Its 
builders had to survive unfamiliar diseases and man-eating lions which 
stalked and killed at least twenty-eight workers. They had to come to 
terms with the initial hostility of the residents on whose territory they 
encroached. But the line was completed in 1903. A supply depot and 
headquarters were established at kilometre 520, near a water hole called 
“Place of cool waters” (in Kimasai, Enkare Nairobi).  Steamers, trans-
ported to Kisumu in kit form, were assembled to carry passengers and 
goods across the lake, to Mwanza and Bukoba in German East Africa 
and to Port Bell in Buganda. 

The premises at Zanzibar were sold by the procurator, Fr Ruby, and 
in its place a large plot measuring a hectare and a half purchased at 
Mombasa for sixty rupees.1 It was sited outside the old town on the old 
Kilindini road which crossed Mombasa Island, joining the ancient port 

1  That was equivalent to a hundred and fifty-six dollars at the time, or four thou-

sand dollars in the currency of today.

The Mombassa Procure
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for dhows sailing to the Persian Gulf with a new deep water harbour at 
Kilindini, able to take much larger steamships. Conveniently, a trolley 
service, linking the two harbours, ran on a narrow railway gauge past 
the house. Fr Hafner brought all the furniture from the Zanzibar procure 
and built a high storied whitewashed community house, forty metres 
long, and separate buildings for a chapel and kitchen. The whole plot 
was surrounded by a wall two metres high enclosing a vegetable garden.  

Soon, thousands of trunks and packages of all sizes were arriving 
from Antwerp, Hamburg and Rotterdam.  Mombasa became the normal 
route for missionaries destined to Uganda, the Upper Congo and German 
East Africa (which, at that time, included Rwanda and Burundi). Corre-
spondence from a succession of Fathers shows that appointments to 
Mombasa were unpopular. There were complaints that the work of 
despatching goods and writing accounts was boring compared to pas-
toral work in a mission. Nevertheless, it was carried on for the benefit 
of fellow missionaries, the residents knowing their appointments were 
short term and that they would soon be appointed to Uganda. 

The Mombassa Trolley
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As well as handling goods, the procure was available for a variety of 
other services. It accommodated incoming missionaries and those re-
turning to North Africa. Ninety–two Fathers and Brothers in transit were 
accommodated in 1907. Some from Uganda came to stay for a rest, and 
seventy-six missionaries for hospital treatment in 1911.  

Pastoral work, however, was necessarily limited in a territory as-
signed to the Spiritains. The chapel was a semi-public oratory, but the 
Fathers helped out in the town parish, dealing especially with workers 
from Buganda who did not know Swahili. To accommodate Christians 
and catechumens originating from far away missions, a hostel with forty 
rooms was constructed on the plot of the procure. The Fathers offered 
Mass at the convent of the White Sisters’ who had opened a school for 
girls of Lebanese, Mauritian and Goan origin. (In Colonial times, 
Kenyan schools were strictly segregated on racial lines.) There is no ev-
idence in the annual reports of an apostolate directed at the Moslems 
who constituted the majority of the population in Mombasa. However, 
cordial relations were maintained: the Arab wali (town governor) invited 
the Fathers to the feast ending Ramadan. During the First World War, 
visits were made to a prison camp in which German civilians were con-
fined. They included a number of missionaries: two White Father Broth-
ers, Josaphat and Castule, Fr Hamberger from Mkulwe and six 
Benedictines. (Confinement was fairly relaxed as prisoners were allowed 
to swim daily in the sea, under the watchful eyes of sentries.) Less for-
tunate were many of the porters who had been recruited into the Carrier 
Corps for the military campaign and returned with meningitis and dysen-
tery. In 1917, eighteen hundred were patients in the Mombasa hospital. 
Fathers and Sisters from different congregations helped to care for them.   

The normal route for missionaries from Europe for Uganda until the 
nineteen fifties was a sea voyage to Mombasa and then a train journey. 
To the young Europeans, it was a remarkable experience to travel from 
the moist heat of the coast to the thin cool air of the highlands. In the 
early days, a train journey was quite unlike the smooth regular service 
one would expect today. Four mornings a week a steam engine puffed 
out of the palm trees and baobabs on the outskirts of Mombasa and 
headed westwards. It was supposed to arrive in Nairobi just twenty-four 
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hours later and sometimes it did. To climb the steep slope of the Rabai 
hills, made slippery after rain, the train would reverse, build up stream 
and then charge at the gradient at full speed (30 kilometres an hour), the 
driver hoping the momentum would carry it to the top. Stops had to be 
made for water and to cut wood to heat the boiler. There were thousands 
of animals to admire: zebra, giraffe, impala, gazelles, wildebeest, in their 
thousands, elephants, sometimes the big cats. Snow-capped Kilimanjaro 
and Mount Kenya were visible on distant horizons. An observation plat-
form was attached to the front of the engine with seating for favoured 
passengers.  When former U.S. President Teddy Roosevelt occupied it, 
at the sight of a lion or gazelle, the train stopped while the animal was 
hunted. The driver would be rewarded with a leg of venison. A halt was 
made at Nairobi, a rapidly growing city which in the early years con-
sisted largely of tents and temporary wood structures. After arriving at 
Kisumu, and a voyage across the lake in a little steamship, the mission-
aries would continue their journey on new-fangled machines called bi-
cycles. Not all bishops approved their use. “God prefers those who go 
on foot”, remarked the conservative vicar apostolic of South Nyanza. 

After the end of the First World War, a branch line from Tabora to 
Mwanza at the south of Lake Victoria was added to the central rail line 
crossing Tanganyika. The company granted missionaries lower tariffs 

Ugandan Railways, Safari of Theodore Roosevelt
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for their goods and so competed successfully with the older Uganda rail-
way. It attracted the freight destined for the vicariates of Kivu (which 
comprised both Rwanda and Burundi) and the Upper Congo.  At the 
Mombasa procure, the number of packages had peaked in 1911 after 
which it steadily declined. By 1928, most of the procure’s business was 
not with White Fathers’ missions at all but with the vicariates of other 
missionary societies. The Fathers complained that their sleep was dis-
turbed late into the night by gramophone music from the newly built 
Palace hotel on the Kilindini Rd opposite the procure. It had become a 
social centre attracting the young Europeans of Mombasa. (The hotel 
still exists but its former glories have long since disappeared). After a 
visit by the Superior General, Fr Voillard, a decision was taken to close 
the procure. In 1930 the community celebrated the silver jubilee of its 
foundation and left. The plot was finally sold in 1939.2 

Newcomers 

Almost forty years were to pass before the next White Father came 
to reside in Kenya. Bishop Siedle of Kigoma had offered his resignation 
several times before the SCPF accepted it in 1969. However, he had no 
intention of giving up pastoral work. After a spell in a Kiltegan parish 
in western Kenya as a refugee (his own term), he became the national 
chaplain of the Sisters. But his particular interest was in lay leaders. 
Having moved to Sotik in 1982 he trained village leaders, linking dis-
cussion of the gospel message with communal prayer. His course was 
immensely popular, drawing three and a half thousand people, some 
walking long distances, during the first two years. At the invitation of 
the Kenyan Bishops, he turned his attention to the promotion of small 
Christian communities, visiting many parishes in Kenya and Tanzania. 
At the age of eighty, he left Kenya and was welcomed back to Kigoma 
by Bishop Ruzoka and ministered in outstations for four years before 
finally retiring to his home country. 

2  The site of the old procure, originally in open country outside the old town, has long 

since been swallowed up by what is now a city of more than a million inhabitants.  

Only half the old Kilindini road still exists.  A medical centre surrounded by houses 

occupies the site. 
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The next of our confreres to appear in Kenya was Sjef Donders, also 
in 1969. He arrived in Africa after spending twelve years studying and 
expounding philosophy in Rome and the Netherlands. He was the first 
White Father to teach in the seminary of St Thomas Aquinas. Gifted in 
communicating ideas, he was recruited by the University of Nairobi to 
become first lecturer, then professor, in the department of religious stud-
ies. After being appointed University Chaplain by Cardinal Otunga, his 
preaching at Sunday Mass attracted an attendance beyond academic cir-
cles. Ten volumes of his homilies were published and translated into half 
a dozen languages. In 1984 he resigned his academic post to make way 
for the promotion of former students and left for Washington, to take up 
a post lobbying the government for African interests. 

The St Thomas Aquinas seminary was to employ a number of other 
White Fathers. The next to arrive was Tony Specht, previously professor 
of moral theology at Totteridge. He remained only a short time before 
becoming full time chaplain to three thousand or so German aid workers 
working all over Ethiopia and East Africa. To visit them, he acquired a 
pilot’s licence. He instructed their children for first communion and con-
firmation, officiated at marriages and even advised German tourists who 
encountered problems at the coast.  “House Specht” was a place where 
many poor people and refugees from Rwanda received help. He spent 
forty years in Kenya before health problems made it impossible for him 
to continue with his work.  

Joop Bessem, the son of a professional footballer, stayed longer at 
the major seminary of St Thomas than his predecessors. He had already 
been teaching bible studies for twenty years in Scotland and Tanzania 
when he brought his learning to Nairobi. He also took on the duties of 
librarian and bursar. At the age of sixty-one he was invited by the Bishop 
of Lodwar to become his diocesan bursar. The diocese was populated 
mainly by the Turkana in a semi-desert environment. Apart from ac-
counting work inside his office, he studied the required geology and ac-
quired the technical skills to drill boreholes. Previous programmes had 
not succeeded for the lack of local involvement. So to ensure care and 
maintenance, he prepared local pump attendants with weeklong seminars 
before drilling a new borehole. By the time he retired nine years later, 
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he had drilled two hundred and forty boreholes, most of which produced 
sweet drinkable water to the great benefit of the herdsmen and their fam-
ilies. 

The three Fathers mentioned above all had an academic background 
as did a fourth, John O’Donohue. He had been teaching at Makerere 
University where his outspoken criticisms of the regime of General 
Amin brought him to the attention of an assassination squad. He had to 
leave the country hastily under an assumed name on a French passport. 
Appointed to Kenya, he taught at St Thomas Aquinas Seminary and 
served as the Secretary of the all Africa Conference of Churches.   

Alexis Hellard nicknamed le petit Breton had spent forty years 
spreading the Word in Uganda parishes when, on a visit to Kampala with 
a confrere, he had a traumatic experience. Armed robbers shot and killed 
his companion. He returned to France to recover after which took up a 
post as chaplain to the French speaking community in Nairobi. Reginald 
Carrière was another veteran missionary, originally in Zambia. Gifted 
musically, he taught music at the Starehe School which had been 
founded to provide education “in tranquillity and peace” (as the name 
implies) for poor and destitute boys. “My first duty is to give a good 
moral, religious and spiritual foundation to all the students”, he said. He 
continued to do so for twenty years. 

There was no other country in Africa in which seven individual White 
Fathers took up specific tasks on their own initiative outside regions tra-
ditionally ascribed to the Society. Their ministry was approved and sup-
ported by their superiors, in most cases post factum, even though they 
were living outside community. What drew them to Kenya and in what 
way was Kenya so ready to receive them?  Six were based in Nairobi, a 
rapidly growing and developing cosmopolitan capital, easily accessible 
from abroad. The population was eager for change after the turbulent 
unrest occasioned by the Mau Mau in the years preceding Independence. 
The cool sunny climate was attractive and easy for expatriates to adjust 
to. Perhaps because of early settler influence, and the presence of many 
expatriates, Kenya was more open to a European style of commercial 
life than its neighbours.  English was widely used and the other national 
language, Kiswahili, was easier to learn than most, though not all of the 
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seven missionaries mastered it. The Kikuyu predominated in Nairobi. 
They began to become Christian in significant numbers rather late, only 
during the nineteen fifties. So at that time, most Christians in Nairobi 
were of the first generation. A vigorous demand for education had de-
veloped but was no less strong for being recent. The clergy was still 
made up predominantly of missionaries, for the senior seminary had 
been founded only after independence. Which of these factors explain 
the preference of the seven newcomers for Kenya? The reader may make 
an analysis and decide for himself. 

There were also two missionary organisations operating in Kenya 
which involved members of the Society, the Ggaba Institute and Inter-
service. 

Ggaba 

The East African Bishops, returning from the Second Vatican council, 
perceived the need to update catechetical teaching. The result was the 
foundation of a Pastoral centre at Ggaba near Kampala. With the Mill 
Hill Fathers and Spiritains, the White Fathers agreed to provide the staff. 
The students were lay people, Sisters and clergy. A period of insecurity 
in Uganda, dissuaded religious orders from sending candidates there, so 
in 1975 it was transferred to Kenya, to a former secondary school at El-
doret vacated by the Loreto Sisters. Three of our confreres were in-
volved. Anton Simons as director, Aylward Shorter for anthropology and 
Pierre Simson to teach about the scriptures. Local customs, traditional 
mind-sets and the bible were studied in combination to present the 
gospel in a form adapted to 20th century Christians and catechumens. 
Later, other White Fathers were appointed to the staff for teaching and 
to administration of the publications department. Since community liv-
ing was integral to Ggaba shared by all the facilitators and participants 
(as staff and students were called) irrespective of the religious affiliation, 
our confrères did not form a separate community. In 2008 the plenary 
Assembly of AMECEA decided to incorporate the Institute into the 
Catholic University of East Africa but by then all our confreres had 
moved on. 
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Interservice 

The rule of President Amin had all kinds of consequences for Uganda. 
His economic policies created a shortage of imported goods and the ex-
pulsion of Asian businessmen diverted investment to Kenya. To make 
available supplies needed for the material development of ecclesiastical 
projects, the region of Uganda founded Interservice. It was to import ce-
ment, medical equipment and drugs for hospitals, text books and exer-
cise books for schools, liturgical goods, vehicle spare parts and even 
ordinary household items such as soap, cooking oil and sugar. Paul 
Emile Leduc was despatched to Nairobi in 1974 where he resided at the 
AMECEA headquarters. The work demanded an expertise in accounts 
and commercial acumen. He organised railway wagons full of cement 
and corrugated iron sheets and regular convoys of lorries full of supplies. 
They had to be accompanied to ensure their safe arrival.  Guarding 
against robbers was not the only hazard. There were two warehouses in 
Kampala and one night a group of intruders, apparently by accident, set 
fire to one leading to the loss of all its contents. After three years Paul 
Emile was succeeded by Roland Champagne who was able to live in a 
house of the Society in Ngong Road. 

The house at Ngong Road 

Before 1981, there was no community in Nairobi. The individual Fa-
thers had the habit of meeting monthly in a hotel for lunch, but the need 
was felt for a permanent house. Such a foundation would also imply a 
more permanent commitment to the Archdiocese. In 1975, a proposal 
to that effect was made at the post-capitular meeting in landlocked 
Uganda, dependent as that Region was for supplies and other services 
from its neighbour. However, Kenya was attached to the Region of Tan-
zania, primarily because of the common language, Kiswahili. The re-
gional council of Tanzania had a less benign attitude to its northern 
appendage, seeing it as a burden which might draw manpower and re-
sources away from its concerns to the south.  So when the proposal of a 
house with a permanent community was made, it received a cold re-
sponse at Nyegezi, the regional headuarters. However, in 1980, the re-
gional superior of Uganda, Bob Gay, became Superior General. From 
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his lofty viewpoint in Rome, he was more aware of the advantages of 
establishing a permanent foothold, so a house was bought at Ngong 
Road. Since then, the house has served as a homebase for some of those 
Fathers and Brothers working and ministering in Nairobi. It was also a 
place where confrères from Tanzania could enjoy a short holiday free 
from the austerities of socialism. 

Two parishes  

Two Kenyan parishes came to be the responsibility of the Region, 
(later denoted as a Province). The first was St Teresa’s, Eastleigh which 
had been built and cared for by the Spiritains from its beginnings. The 
original congregation comprised mainly Goan, Seychellois, Mauritian 
and Tamil Christians. But after Independence many emigrated and there 
was a vast influx from the countryside to all parts of Nairobi. Many im-
migrants built a shanti town in the Mathare Valley within the parish. 
Arnold Grol, previously in Sumbawanga spent a sabbatical at Ggaba 
and became aware of the plight of street boys in Nairobi. These boys, 
sleeping in shop doorways under pieces of cardboard, were unhealthy 

The small garden in front of the provincial house in Ngong Road
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and dirty. In little gangs, they shared among themselves whatever food 
they could get. Many tried to make a living finding parking places for 
motorists. The common habit of sniffing petrol helped them forget mo-
mentarily their squalid existence. Although they talked and behaved like 
adults, they were children in need of affection, attention and help.  

Grol had an eccentric appearance with his long wavy blond hair and 
a taste for colourful waistcoats and ties. He wore thick horn-rimmed 
spectacles and always had a cigarette in his mouth.  He began by giving 
the parking boys tea and chips and later clothes and meals, always treat-
ing them with respect. He learnt Sheng, the language of the youth in 
Nairobi, and gradually won the trust of the boys.  A good listener to their 
problems, he found that what they wanted most was education so he or-
ganised courses in literacy and manual trades. Health courses helped the 
youngsters to avoid common illnesses and skin diseases. Girls were not 
neglected. For them he set up Udada; Sisters taught child care and dress-
making. Loans helped boys and girls to set up their own businesses. Grol 
always made use of their own enterprise and energy. The London 

Arnold Grol dancing with some young Kenyans
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Economist described the Mathare valley as one of the most en-
trepreneurial places on the planet. He promoted sports and set up the 
Undugu band which became well known and was often invited to the 
social events of the well off. That helped Grol to make members of Par-
liament and government officials aware of the plight of children on the 
streets.   

John Slinger was appointed to assist him. They were both lived in the 
presbytery of Eastleigh and became increasingly involved in the parish. 
Traditionally services had been in English and there was a need for 
Swahili services. When the elderly parish priest who had come from 
Nigerian missions went on leave and decided not to return, Cardinal 
Otunga asked the John Slinger to take responsibility for the parish on 
behalf of the Society. He remained there as parish priest until 1987 when 
he was succeeded by the former director of Ggaba, John Lemay.  The 
latter’s death in a car crash on the Mombasa Rd in 2002 brought to an 
end the Society’s involvement in Eastleigh parish. 

In the meantime, responsibility for a second parish had been assumed, 
Our Lady Queen of Peace in the district South B. Ben Cloutier, origi-
nally appointed to Eastleigh, was temporarily helping out the elderly 
and sick parish priest there who retired in 1979. He became parish priest 
himself. South B was expanding rapidly New companies for textiles, 
plastics and food processing provided employment. A middle class estate 
was built at Golden Gate and part of the Makuru informal settlement 
(sometimes deprecatingly called the Makuru slums) lay within the parish 
boundaries. The lack of suitable housing for the rapidly growing popu-
lation, resulted in many people with regular employment, as well as the 
chronically poor living in the corrugated huts lining the narrow lanes. 
For the needy, the parish organised a great deal of help, especially in the 
form of supplies of food. In a short article it is not possible to detail the 
many activities of these two parishes. 

 One incident which attracted international attention might be men-
tioned. A dispute between traders and the leaders of a nearby mosque 
led to the mosque being set on fire. In retaliation, a vengeful Muslim 
mob turned their attention to the church in South B. It was petrol bombed 
and burnt out before the riot police could intervene and disperse the ram-
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paging arsonists.  To avoid any escalation in violence, the parish priest, 
George Smith, appeared on television to deny the existence of a religious 
war and successfully appealed to the Catholic youth to remain calm and 
peaceful. Services continued for a time in the remaining shell of the 
church, a wedding taking place in it the very next day. Within a year, 
the Christians had had their revenge by building a much larger magnif-
icent church which now stands on the site. It is still in the hands of the 
Missionaries of Africa. 

Balozi 

From the very beginnings of the Society, theology was taught on 
African soil until the staff and students left Carthage in 1964. The Chap-
ter of 1992 decided to return and instructed the General Council to found 
a house for the fourth cycle in Africa. Nairobi was chosen for its benev-
olent climate and health services and its readiness to grant visas to in-
ternational students. A family house in the middle class area of South B 
was rented as a temporary residence in March 1994 and a staff was ap-
pointed (Frs Menoud, Beaudry and Schonecke, the last named already 
working at AMECEA). The first eight students arrived to travel daily by 
minibus for lectures at Tangaza College. In the meantime, a permanent 
site was sought in a neighbourhood offering the opportunity for pastoral 
projects. Before the end of 1996, a suitable site had been purchased, ar-
chitectural drawings of a seminary completed, and permits for connec-
tion to municipal electricity, water and sewage services granted. Staff 
and students moved into the still incomplete buildings in February 1998. 
The first three students took the oath and were ordained deacons in 
March of the following year.  By then the buildings had been completed 
and blessed, less than seven years since the Chapter’s decision. 

Conclusion 

It has not been possible in a short article to mention all the Fathers 
and Brothers involved in the gradual evolution of the Society’s presence 
in Kenya. Since the creation of very large provinces, the provincial 
house for the East African Province has been based at Nairobi. A house 
in South B is now the residence of graduate students and lecturers. The 
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Bethany centre has been opened on the fringes of Nairobi.  According 
to the 2020 personnel book, there eighteen Fathers and a Brother are 
currently appointed to Nairobi. That is more than in any city of the 
twenty countries of Africa in which we have communities. 

The beginning of the Society’s recent presence in Kenya began with 
individuals engaged in specific and individual tasks. It now has five 
communities in Nairobi engaged in more permanent and communal 
apostolates. That is quite unlike the history of our missions in neigh-
bouring Uganda and Tanzania where, in the time of Cardinal Lavigerie, 
missionaries began the work of evangelisation living in communities. 
The erection of the Hierarchies, and the consequent detachment of the 
Society from the vicariates it had created, provided an opportunity to 
begin apostolates in new ways and in other places. The increasing in-
volvement in Kenya coincides with a time when there was a change of 
priorities in the distribution of personnel in East Africa. Rural missions, 
where there were still millions of evangelised farming people, who had 
the leisure, during the dry season, to follow instruction and be baptised, 
were abandoned. Instead, missionaries were diverted to urban centres 
and parishes to minister to large communities of already baptised Chris-
tians among whom catechumens were few. The difficulty of making a 
living is such an engrossing task for the urban poor that they have little 
time for anything else. To some, though not all missionaries, the change 
in priorities suggests that the urge to evangelise non-Christians has 
weakened in the Society. 

Francis Nolan
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The Collective Memory of   
the Society and its Archives 

There are, according to us, three dangers threatening “the safeguard-
ing of the Society’s collective memory”: each one of us, the endangering 
of our traditions and the problem of preserving digital documents. 

Valuable documents are lost every day either because when putting 
things in order some of us just throw away what would have been inter-
esting and valuable to keep or because when a confrere dies and his room 
is being emptied documents are discarded which should have been sent 
to the archives of his Province or sector. Some local superiors and bur-
sars are not sufficiently mindful of such matters.  

Some traditions are disappearing. Think of the tradition of keeping a 
diary in each mission station and in each community. Here in Belgium, 
of the six houses we still have, only two communities keep a diary faith-
fully; most of them just keep the reports of the local council. We wonder 
what the situation is in other sectors and what about the newly founded 
communities? We should not forget that some official documents such 
as those of the purchase or sale of properties have to be carefully kept.  

The third danger concerns the new technologies, in particular digital 
documents. Undoubtedly, the younger generation of confreres sponta-
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neously prefers these means and use them extensively, if not exclusively, 
but without necessarily being aware of just how delicate they are. 

During the session of archivists, organized at the Generalate in March 
2015, Father François Richard, archivist, noted: “Electronic media have 
a short life span: 5 to 6 years for CDs, DVDs and hard disks. It is there-
fore necessary to carry out a “migration” every five years”. He contin-
ued: “This is why printing (or microfilming) is strongly recommended. 
Those in charge should make sure e-mails and other digitized documents 
are printed” (Syllabus p. 5a).  

In the same line, Stéphane Baillargeon wrote: “Hard disks loose their 
durability, CDs and DVDs become empty... Documents several thousand 
years old, such as clay tablets or papyrus, will stand the test of time and 
will resist for a long time to come, while recordings made a decade ago 
could disappear forever” (id. 5.1a and 1b). In addition, the latest models 
of computers are no longer able to read, for example, the floppy disks 
of the past, and the operating systems of computers change regularly. 

Our practice here in Brussels is limited to printing e-mails. CDs or 
USB sticks left by some colleagues, containing their biographies (but in 
these cases we also have the printed version), personal documents, re-
ports of their jubilees, etc., are stored just as they are. Should we treat 

Luc de L’Arbre and Jef Vleu-

gels
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them as archives and therefore “migrate” them to some other form of 
support every five years? Are we capable of taking care of them our-
selves? 

As far as Belgium is concerned, we have entrusted part of our 
archives to a special university institution. Our large collection of 
African films, most of them 16 mm and in black and white (think of Fa-
thers De Vloo {1916-1993} and Weymeersch {1917-2002}, renowned 
filmmakers) required highly specialized conservation conditions that we 
could not provide. So in 1991, we turned to KADOC (Documentation 
and Research Centre on Religion, Culture and Society) in Leuven that 
keeps and looks after these archives while we remain the owners. A 
major digitization project, co-financed by the Belgian government, is 
currently under way. The latest list (contract in the process of being re-
newed) includes 141 titles. Over the years, films from elsewhere have 
been added to the famous Afrika-films from Central Africa, even some 
productions that have nothing to do with the White Fathers or with the 
White Sisters. 

In 2019, after Fr. Vleugels had consulted Fr. François Richard, the 
rich photographic documentation of Photos-Service, which had been 
used for our magazines Vivante Afrique and Vivant Univers, followed 
the same path. This transfer also included all the photos from the Flemish 
magazine Nieuw Afrika, the slide series of Father Frenay, the photo li-
brary of Eric Cuppens and other treasures. This was all the more neces-
sary because, during the major renovation of the Generalate (think of 
the magnificent archives and library we now have), hardly anything was 
done for the photo library. It was totally neglected.  

The crucial question now facing all the digital documents so fre-
quently used in our time is : are we capable of ensuring their technical 
and professional conservation? Initially, perhaps yes. But beware: it’s 
not a question of keeping a series of CD-ROMs somewhere and cram-
ming USB sticks into boxes, as we’re currently doing here in Brussels... 
To do this properly, the contents must be encoded on a special computer, 
following a classic filing system in the form of folders. In doing so, you 
save the contents by replacing your computer regularly with a newer up 
to date version. This solution may seem feasible for modest archives 
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such as ours in Belgium. For our archives at the Generalate this is un-
doubtedly only a dream.  

There are specialized organizations that can help you store your dig-
ital documents. In Leuven there is LIAS. They charge 6 euros per GB 
(that corresponds to one and a half CDs). Of course, each owner has di-
rect access to his or her “depository”. 

The pertinent question concerning the future of our digital documents 
is a most urgent one, because as they continue to accumulate their sheer 
volume could well become unmanageable.  

Luc de L’Arbre and Jef Vleugels 

Jef Vleugels in the archives
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An elephant in the cloud 

The elephant has the reputation of having an excellent memory. On 
the other hand, the volatility of the information we rely on in the social 
media could well deprive future generations of any memory, whether it 
be written texts or multimedia, unless we take the elephant as a fetish to 
help us organize our memory in the cloud. 

I only found out after my father’s death that he had considered joining 
the White Fathers and go to the Missions. But the war and his family 
situation decided otherwise. This was probably not God’s plan, for he 
married and had six children, of whom I am the fifth. No wonder we 
subscribed to the magazine “Vivant Univers” and a White Father came 
every year to present us with the annual calendar, always with beautiful 
photos from the Missions in Africa. If this old bearded man did not nec-
essarily inspire me to become a missionary, the beautiful photos of “Vi-
vant Univers”, first of all, and then, as I grew up, the captions of the 
photos, awakening me to the reality of another world, at the same time 
distant because of its enormous cultural, economic and social differ-
ences, and at the same time close because of the enthusiastic testimony 
of   missionaries. 
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Most of these photos are in the archives of the Generalate, high qual-
ity photos taken with cameras infinitely larger and infinitely less sophis-
ticated than the average mobile phone in everyone’s pocket. Each photo 
was thought out, staged, framed, exposed to the appropriate amount of 
light, then developed on glass or film and sent to the various missionary 
services for animation, missionary magazines and exhibitions, as well 
as to the archives. To a lesser extent, given the cost and expertise re-
quired, films were made and edited for missionary animation and pro-
motion. 

These photographic media were, and still are, an inexhaustible mine 
of information about Mission. They were advantageously supplemented 
by the diaries (diaires), the daily accounts of the life of each of our com-
munities. It is true that the General Council imposed the keeping of these 
diaries, a task often constraining to be done at the end of the day by the 
flickering light of a candle or a paraffin lamp, a task often entrusted to 
the youngest. One of our General Chapters unfortunately abolished the 
obligation to keep the diary, thus seriously reducing the source of infor-
mation that allowed superiors to monitor the evolution of our missionary 
activities, for missionary animators and editors of magazines to create 
their contents, and historians of today and tomorrow to understand and 
popularize such history.  

Work of sorting, identifying and archiving photos in the photo library
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Today, there is hardly any confrere who has the passion and training 
to produce professional pictures. Professional equipment is very expen-
sive and complicated to operate. And using professional photographers 
or filmmakers can be unreasonable because of the cost. On the other 
hand, many of us have smartphones of more or less good quality, capable 
of taking a lot of photos and video clips on the go. It is therefore within 
everyone’s reach to capture the main events of the Mission in the corner 
of the world where they work. And that’s basically what happens, except 
that photography is an art that can at best be learned and that the best 
photos, if any, should be sent to where they can serve the Mission 
through our various media and ultimately be saved in our archives for 
future generations to consult. Another problem related to the taking of 
photos is their documentation. For, except perhaps for its aesthetic 
beauty, a photo is only of value if we know its history, the environment, 
the time, the author, the names of the people and places photographed... 
Too often photos are “dumped” on Facebook, WhatsApp, Instagram or 
any other social network, without the slightest explanation! Not only 
will these photos have very little chance of reaching the “common pot” 
from which the confreres assigned to promote the Mission will be able 
to draw, but they risk being “borrowed” by unscrupulous Internet users, 
despite copyright laws and elementary rules of propriety.  

Only one or the other community of “purists” now holds a diary. In 
the past, diaries were required by the General Council for obvious rea-
sons of governance in line with the authoritarian style of the time. And 
this is undoubtedly what motivated the Chapter to remove the obligation. 
But perhaps the baby was thrown out with the bathwater. Today we have 
relatively little news from the ground, except that which is reflected in 
the reports of the various councils or in circular letters where they exist. 
Not only the news, but also the professional exchanges, transmitted by 
email, WhatsApp or the various social networks run the risk of being 
lost because there is not yet a common protocol to safeguard the impor-
tant messages conveyed by these media. 

This short reflection is certainly not intended to be exhaustive. I 
would just like to draw the attention of the future capitulants (we will 
be there soon) to the following questions: 
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By removing the diaries, the Society has deprived itself of an impor-
tant source of information about our communities, and about the political 
and ecclesial situations of the regions in which we are present. How 
could we benefit from the same collection of information while avoiding 
provoking negative feelings among our confreres? 

How can we organize the collection of relevant information ex-
changed on social networks and by email other than by printing it out? 

What importance do we attach to multimedia documents as a com-
plement to written or digital documents?  

Are we ready to invest in order to classify these multimedia docu-
ments in the Cloud? 

Do we acknowledge the role of our colleagues in the collection and 
production of multimedia documents and are we ready to train them in 
a systematic way? 

As for you, dear confrere, I invite you to respond enthusiastically to 
the invitations for multimedia training that will soon be sent to you. 

Philippe Docq 

The "paper" archives are always up to date.  
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News about the Archives 

On several occasions during the two years of Jubilee we, Sister Gisela 
Schreyer and Fr Dominique Arnauld, archivists at our two Mother-
houses, exchanged on what we felt was important in working together. 
Here are a few excerpts of our discussions. 

Awareness of  our Riches 

150 years of existence constitute a great wealth of experience, 
achievements, successes and mistakes, joys and sorrows, discoveries 
and challenges; for us this can be reflected in shelves with documents, 
books, boxes, albums, glass plates, objects... all carefully classified. This 
includes the many stories of the lives of our brothers and sisters, of our 
communities, of the humble beginnings of Churches now gathered in 
Episcopal Conferences and beginning to make their valuable contribu-
tion to the life of the Universal Church. 

We discovered or rediscovered audio-visual material illustrating the 
many aspects of these stories: films, slides, photos, cassettes... We often 
smiled at the equipment of all sorts on  which traces of red earth or sand 
of various colours were still to be found under a layer of dust of Rome! 

In trying to respond to the various requests during these months of 
Jubilee, it became obvious to us that our past is the shared history of one 

The alveolus dedicated to Mother Marie-Salomée in the crypt at the Generalate 
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family; this mutual knowledge, these exchanges should be continued. 
We have noticed that there is great enthusiasm in certain Provinces, sec-
tors, countries... 

Collaboration 

The more the program in Rome took shape, the more our projects 
took shape and necessarily shrank to a size adapted to the different pa-
rameters we had to take into account: time, availability, finances, target 
audience... 

In the end the principle of simplicity proved to be a useful guideline, 
with some luck such as a shop that was willing to reproduce our photos 
at an affordable price with a practical format, even for 12 months with 
24 images in each series! And then, each of us going from one small  
idea to another, combining them to see how to make it happen and con-
stantly sharing the ideas in order to achieve something coherent... finally 
gave interesting results. 

The enlarged photos in A4 and A3 format are now part of a historical 
stock available to all colleagues on the internet. Here in Rome we are 
drawing from the “ treasure “ as we continue the decoration of the en-
trance hall and the crypt in via Aurelia. 

Sisters Mado, Carmen and Gisela in the 

crypt of the Generalate of the M.Afr.

Dominic in the annex of the library of the 

General House of the M.Afr.
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The Events and Production of  Material we have 

been associated with during the 150th years Ju-

bilee Celebrations 

Below is a list of some of them: the liturgy of the opening and closing 
ceremony of the Jubilee year in Rome; the commemoration of brothers 
and sisters who suffered violent deaths, with the addition of the sisters’ 
plaque and re-decoration; the celebration of the opening in Tunisia and 
of the closing in Uganda of the Jubilee year; monthly conferences and 
witnesses at the MG via Aurelia; symposium at the Urbaniana; taking 
part in “La journée du Cardinal Zoungrana” at the same university; ex-
hibition displayed in the entrance hall of MG in Rome, but also in sev-
eral countries for which we provided material; various documents and 
information provided to those who wanted to write or give lectures. 

Long-Term Projects 

In the crypt where our “Founding Father” rests, the project of making 
it a place of celebration of our vocation and of our common mission is 
slowly taking shape. About half of this project has so far been realized.  
We hope that one day our websites will provide a “virtual guided tour” 
of this place of common thanksgiving. 

The publication of the writings of Cardinal Lavigerie and of those of 
Mother Marie-Salomé. In the collection “History Series” (blue booklets) 
the sixth and last volume of “Cardinal Lavigerie, Anthology of texts”, 
presented by Jean-Claude Ceillier, was published. Bernard Ugeux’s 
book, “Two weeks in Prayer with Cardinal Lavigerie” reminds us of the 
spring from which we drink. On the MSOLA side, a re-edition of the 
English version of the book by Sister Marie André du Sacré-Coeur, 
“L’histoire des origins de la congregation” as well as the English edition 
of  “Pensées du Cardinal Lavigerie” and “Retraite avec le Cardinal” are 
part of this unceasing effort to continue to draw from the treasure of our 
archives. 

Films, slides... in our archives. This would be the time to digitalise 
all these precious documents; some have already been digitalized by the 
confreres of “Africa films” in Namur, while there are still many more 
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to come. This obviously implies a financial cost which requires a bit of 
reflection and quite a lot of time! It’s on the shelf of “ things to do”. 

And Tomorrow? 

We were not founded to keep archives, just as no family is made to 
hoard old boxes in attics. But libraries, archives and old trunks contain 
somehow the memory of Apostolic ministry, the personal and collective 
motivations, as well as the lives of the generations that preceded us. We 
have here a collective memory at our disposal, a rich source where we 
can renew our inspiration and courage, reinvigorate our love for Africa 
and for its various peoples. For the 200-year jubilee, where will 
archivists find information and souvenirs to share? 

The question is: of what we live today what will become part of our 
collective memory - reports from secretariats, meetings, committees, re-
ports from General Council meetings, Provincial councils’ meetings, 
sector meetings? It’s a lot, yet also very little. The diaries no longer exist; 
yearly publication of the Society’s personnel, communities and houses 
are going out of fashion... What will remain of the thousand and one 
pictures taken from our smartphones, of our chats, tweets and WhatsApp 
groups...? 

Are we keen to pass something on to the next generation of the joys 
and sorrows of our missionary life? 

Saint Paul VI once said to the archivists... Our tradition “which is co-
herent and fulfills over the centuries a design... achieves a mystery. It is 
Christ who intervenes in time and writes His own history to such an ex-
tent that our bits of paper are the echoes and traces of this presence of 
the Church, better still of the presence of the Lord Jesus in the world. 
Therefore, to honor these papers, documents, archives, is, in turn, to 
honor Christ, to have the sense of the Church, to offer to ourselves and 
to offer to those who will come after us the history of this phase of the 
passage, or of the transitus Domini in the world” (Address to Ecclesias-
tical Archivists, 26 September 1963). 

Sister Gisela Schreyer, Dominique Arnauld.
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To Generate Interest  
in the Society’s Archives  

and to Develop Skills 

Basically my question is the following one: “What can we do with 
the enormous amount of material we produce every day whether printed, 
audio, audio-visual or any other type of material? Can they contribute 
to telling the story of the Society of Missionaries of Africa to the next 
generations?” 

The current situation 

We are in the digital age with a whole generation of people who only 
know this way of communicating. Without exaggerating, we can affirm 
that it is the era of immediacy in information; thus, notions such as dis-
cretion, confidentiality and privacy are undermined as we compete in 
order to be the “first to know”. An image captured with a mobile phone 
is immediately broadcast before the sender has time to inquire about the 
reasons for the shared event. It happened “in real time”, “live”. This is 
a practice that will intensify with the advent of 5G; this can have tremen-
dous influence on professional journalism, especially when professional 
ethics are involved. In an amateur’s hands, no matter how well inten-
tioned, such use of information exposes the journalist to often unsus-
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pected risks. A few years ago in Bukavu, on the outskirts of Indepen-
dence Square, flooded after a heavy rain, the torrent was carrying away 
the vehicle of a young lady in distress. The surrounding crowds were 
not prepared to try to rescue her, but filmed the scene, with lots of com-
mentary, and immediately broadcast the whole scene on the social net-
works... and one could actually hear in the audio accompanying sarcasm 
and cynicism of the images. What a shock for the young lady’s family 
and friends who unprepared saw these images?  

Accessibility of  materials and the need for dis-
cernment... 

Today, parties, meetings, conferences and all kinds of events are 
shared “live” thanks to mobile phones, which are better and better 
equipped with ultra-sophisticated cameras, recorders and camcorders. 
This sometimes leads to “indiscretions” at certain meetings where con-
fidentiality was clearly demanded from the participants. In some cases, 
lives have been destroyed as a result of an image or video being pub-
lished indiscriminately. We need to note quite simply that the equipment 
needed to capture “the historic moment” is available and almost within 
everyone’s reach. However, whether it is used wisely is another story. 

The capacity for storing collected data has also increased dramatically 
on mobile phones and computers. The days when computers did not 
even have 1 gigabyte of storage capacity on the hard disk are long gone; 
whereas today we very easily speak of a “terabyte” equivalent to around 
1000 gigabytes for an internal hard disk, and much more on external 
storage. A hard disk of less than 10 terabytes, for example, would contain 
all of the paper archives of the Generalate. With the “cloud” system, a 
“remote” storage, apart from the physical equipment they have at home 
and accessible from anywhere in the world, users can buy almost un-
limited backup space.  

The practice to date... 

The Society of Missionaries of Africa, like other religious families, 
has preserved its history through written accounts of the communities’ 
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life (diaries), various reports and minutes of meetings recorded by sec-
retaries at different levels. Initially hand-written, these various docu-
ments have evolved with the evolution of technology and have gradually 
been preserved in typewritten form and today a good part of them is dig-
italized. 

Photographs are kept in the form of “negative” films, paper or glass 
plates which can still be seen in the Generalate’s photo library. A good 
number of photographs and films made by the confreres have been dig-
italized and saved in the computers and the “cloud” of the archives.  

At the Generalate, almost all the services are “connected” to the 
house’s cloud, with access limited to the needs of their services, in order 
to benefit from storage space in addition to the physical hard disks in 
their offices... which is very secure. It should also be noted that a com-
mittee made up of the members of these different services is involved 
in monitoring the regulations for the protection of personal data. 

The storage spaces have made a great contribution to digital archiving.
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The Provincial offices of the Missionaries of Africa are certainly well 
equipped for the management of local archives; however, I am not very 
sure about digitalization. For those who are not yet there, it is high time 
they thought about it, because a fire, a war or a flood can make precious 
documents disappear forever. Many people have experienced this. 

Most communities, on the other hand, have lost the tradition of keep-
ing Diaries, which have long contributed valuable information to the 
history of the beginnings of our “little Society”. In 2010, in the Congo, 
it was recommended that we resume the habit of keeping a Diary in each 
community. Mine could not persevere in this exercise despite the good 
will of the confrere who was in charge of noting the various events that 
our community was experiencing. I believe that this is the experience 
of many communities. Times have simply changed.   

Taking advantage of  the present times and what is 
available 

At a certain point, I would say, like some pessimists, that “people of 
our time no longer read...”. “; this statement, while very generalizing, is 
partly true as far as printed books are concerned. But it is clear that ev-
erywhere in our towns and villages many people have their eyes glued 
to the screens of their telephones either to read and write text messages, 
to get information or simply to watch various audiovisual content and, 
why not, to play. The amount of sentences read in a day on a smartphone 
is equivalent to several pages of a book. People today read a lot even 
without reading books. Here is a potential to be tapped.   

The smartphone has therefore become an essential tool for interper-
sonal communication and information nowadays. With its on-board 
equipment: recorder, camera, word processor, etc., it is a small mobile 
office for those who know how to use it properly. It is in this perspective 
that the Society of Missionaries of Africa can count on the confreres 
who use this kind of equipment to immortalize events and share them 
with the whole Society by archiving them properly. Unpublished photos 
that capture an important moment in the life of a community of mission-
aries could well find their place in the archives of the province and the 
Society. It is just a matter of indicating some basic criteria for taking 
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photos that have an informative value for the history of our Society of 
Missionaries of Africa. I am sure that it is not only the archives that will 
be benefiting from this, but also the various digital publications as well 
as the various journals, books and magazines of the Society that will 
find their place there. It would be wise to consider offering some prac-
tical photographic training to confreres who are flexible in the use of 
their smartphones during various events; one could also help with tips 
on how to save money in order to acquire a device at an affordable price 
that would enable them to produce quality work.  

We receive a lot of photos from colleagues and from apparently very 
interesting events, but often those who send them to us forget to mention: 
the name of the photographer, the place where the photo was taken, the 
event depicted in the photo, the people or groups in the photo... this in-
formation gives the photo an archival value. It is true that this may seem 

Today's smartphone can fill up more than a computer of the 90s
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tedious, but it is very important to take the time to note these details for 
the photographer himself, if he is going to use these photos one day in 
a formal setting.  

In addition, we share a lot on our Facebook pages, which eventually 
disappear under the flood of new information posted on the page. If the 
Missionaries of Africa would try to share everything about the Society’s 
events on the Facebook page “Missionaries of Africa Catholic Church” 
dedicated to the Society, which the webmaster has created for this kind 
of sharing, it would be a great point of meeting and fraternal commu-
nion. This will not prevent us from continuing to do good missionary 
animation on our own pages, posting appropriate content. As regards 
amateur communication, we should always ask ourselves some ques-
tions: “what do I want to communicate to those who read my Facebook 
page? What message do I want to convey to them? » ... The answers to 
these questions will certainly guide the choice of the words and images 
that will be visible on the page, with a preference for images that tell of 
missionary activities, charisma, etc. We can reflect together with tech-
nicians, such as our webmasters, on how to preserve, as far as possible, 
all the documentary treasures that the younger generations (and some 
elders) produce and collect every day. The archives of our Society still 
have great prospects.  

Freddy Kyombo
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Steve Collins 
1921 - 2014 

Steve was born on the 26th 
December 1921 in Porto-
bello, Edinburgh. He re-

ceived a traditional Catholic edu-
cation. Early on in his life the 
family moved over to Glasgow. It 
was from there that he joined the 
national junior seminary at Blairs 
College, for three years, before 
transferring to the junior seminary 
of the White Fathers at Bishop’s 
Waltham. He studied philosophy 
at St. Boswells and then went on 
to Oscott College and Rossington 
Hall for his final studies before 
taking the Oath on the 8th October 

1946 and receiving ordination on 
the 30th July 1947. He was really 
looking forward to an appointment 
to Africa. 

However, in those days, the 
White Fathers had a good number 
of commitments in the Province. 
Staffs were required for the junior 
seminaries and the philosophy 
house, for the running of promotion 
work and fundraising. Steve will-
ingly accepted a variety of appoint-
ments, first as Provincial secretary 
then as teacher and, in 1953, he 
was appointed superior of Ruther-
glen and responsible for making 
the White Fathers better known in 
Scotland. Together with his col-
leagues, Steve threw himself, joy-
fully and wholeheartedly, into this 
mission. It is no little measure that 
due to these efforts the White Fa-
thers became so well known in 
Scotland and Steve himself became 
a household name. 

But Steve always knew that his 
vocation as a White Father was to 
be a missionary in Africa. And so 
when he was allowed to do the 
Long Retreat in Mours in 1958 
and received his appointment to 
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Uganda at the same time, his letters 
to his superiors expressed a great 
joy and childlike enthusiasm. 

He was appointed to Mbarara 
and spent his first years as secretary 
to the Bishop. From 1961 to 65 
Steve was on the staff of the dioce-
san seminary. After his home-leave 
in 1965 Steve was asked to help 
out for a year on promotion work 
in Scotland. This he willingly agreed 
to but he was eager to get back to 
Uganda. He returned in late 1966 
and served as curate in the parishes 
of Butale and Rushanje in Mbarara 
diocese. He loved the parish pastoral 
work and enjoyed getting involved 
in socio/economic projects with 
and for the people. At one time 
Steve was vying with his confrere, 
‘Père Vincent’ as to which of them 
could raise the better herd of cattle! 
Apart from a session at Ggaba Pas-
toral Institute in 1974, Steve con-
tinued to work at the grassroots in 
a number of other parishes in 
Mbarara until 1984. The regime of 
Idi Amin and its aftermath loomed 
over Uganda. It was the best of 
times; it was the worst of times. 
Steve himself was not getting any 
younger; he was diagnosed with 
cervical spondylosis and osteoarthri-
tis. But nothing could hinder Steve 
in his mission to serve the people. 
He initiated many projects to alle-

viate the suffering of the people he 
loved so well, especially those who 
were most disadvantaged. He re-
mained full of joy and hope. 

In 1984 Steve followed the Bible 
Session in Jerusalem. When he re-
turned to Uganda it was not to his 
beloved Mbarara but to Soroti 
among the Karamojong People in 
Usuk parish. The political and se-
curity situation was volatile. Steve 
remained joyful, enthusiastic and 
full of hope. In 1985, he wrote 
about a bad attack (of malaria)) 
where ‘I was delirious, (someone 
said hilarious) and had to be 
drugged. I am back to normal now’ 
and also how ‘We got our own 
back on the ants that had destroyed 
our church when it was abandoned; 
we used the anthill soil to make 
bricks to rebuild the church!’ Poetic 
justice, full of glee! 

Steve was always able to main-
tain his connections and contacts 
in the U.K., especially in Scotland. 
These would be most helpful to 
him in the next phase of his mission. 
He was appointed back to Kampala 
as guest-master. Now being back 
in Lourdel House, Kampala, he be-
came very much involved, at every 
level, in the care of people with 
AIDS. He was able to create a fund 
called A.F.F. (Aids Family Fund). 
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“The Papal Nuncio gave me a do-
nation of a thousand pounds and 
the Caledonian Society three hun-
dred pounds – God bless the Pope 
and Scotland!  I believe God is 
blessing the work and I am so glad 
I came back for another tour.”  
From 1990 he founded and devel-
oped AWOFS (Aids Widows Or-
phans Family Support). The support 
group was blessed, in Kampala, 
by the Pope (1993) and received 
help from many sources. The group 
improved the life situation of many 
suffering from Aids. Steve was able 
to enthuse them with Christian 
hope and dignity. He had to retire 
from the project in 1998 as ad-
vancing age and illness began to 
take their toll.  

In 1997, members of his family 
came to Uganda to celebrate Steve’s 
golden jubilee. But soon afterwards 
it was time for Steve to leave Ugan-
da where he had been so involved 
in pastoral work and projects for 
so many years. He was delighted 
to take the opportunity given to 
him of helping out in Edenglen in 
South Africa for two years. He 

then returned to Great Britain in 
2000. 

During his retirement, at first in 
Corfton Rd., London, Steve became 
involved with AEFJN and brought 
a lot of mission experience to dis-
cussions going on at that time on 
Behaviour Change (Abstinence, Fi-
delity, Celibacy as opposed to the 
mass distribution of condoms) in 
the Africa Forum. He went on 
protest marches for ‘Drop the Debt’.  
He attended conferences on the 
arms trade for AEFJN (CAAT Cam-
paign against the Arms Trade.) He 
had a hip replacement 6th Dec 
2003 aged 82 but that did not slow 
him down. Steve was quite in-
domitable in his witness to the 
gospel of Christ!  His joy, enthusi-
asm and love of Africa were re-
markable. In 2006, he took up res-
idence in our house in Rutherglen. 
Gradually his health deteriorated 
and he moved into Nazareth House, 
Glasgow, in 2011, where he was 
well looked after until his death on 
the 21st June 2016. RIP. 

Chris Wallbank
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Bruno Chupin 

1938 - 2020 

Bruno was born in Paris 
on March 4, 1938. He 
was the sixth child of a 

family of nine, a family with a 
very religious tradition, which gave 
many religious vocations, both sis-
ters and priests. The family lived 
in Versailles. Bruno studied at St. 
Jean de Béthune College, then as a 
boarder with the Brothers in Dreux. 
Although an intellectually average 
student, he obtained his two bac-
calaureates, section C and mathe-
matics. He was very much influ-
enced by the boy scouts, and en-
joyed long walks, sleeping in tents, 
games, songs and prayers around 
the campfire. As a sociable com-

panion, he quickly made many 
friends. No one was surprised when 
he decided to become a missionary 
of Africa. In September 1957, he 
entered Kerlois. It was pointed out 
that at home he was prone to fre-
quent headaches. “Very cheerful, 
loving community life, he was ap-
preciated by all ... he enjoyed teasing 
... he had good manners, but a little 
overdone.” In 1959, he did his 
novitiate at Gap. In 1961, he was 
mobilized to Bizerte for his military 
service. He was in uniform for 19 
months and took advantage of his 
time in the army to acquire greater 
maturity. He then returned to 
Carthage for his studies in theology. 
At that time the Scholasticate had 
moved to Vals. It was there that 
Bruno took his missionary oath on 
January 28, 1965. He was ordained 
at Versailles on June 26, 1965. 

During the Scholasticate he was 
judged to be “always cheerful and 
with a smile, assertive, perhaps even 
a little too much. He would have to 
listen more to others but he remained 
sensitive, passionate, and overflow-
ing with life and dynamism”. After 
his stage in Mours, he left for the 
Congo where he was appointed. He 
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arrived there in 1966, in the region 
of Ituri, a region bordering Uganda 
and Sudan, at the extreme North-
East of the Congo. This former Bel-
gian colony, which had gained in-
dependence in 1960, had just gone 
through a very difficult period. Dur-
ing the 1964 Muléliste rebellion, 
nine White Fathers from the Ituri 
region were murdered alongside 
several religious sisters.  

In 1966, General Mobutu re-
stored relative peace. After spending 
six months in Atu learning the lan-
guage, Bruno was appointed to Ari-
wara, where he was mainly in 
charge of schools and youth: scout-
ing and the Xaverian movement. 
He was highly appreciated. In 1974 
Bruno went on leave. He needed 
rest and medical care. He took ad-
vantage of his stay in France to at-
tend the theology sessions at the 
l’Arbresle centre run by the Do-
minicans.  

In 1975, he returned to Ituri, 
Essebi and Aba. However, in 1980, 
he was appointed to Chatou in 
France for missionary animation. 
It was then that he had the oppor-
tunity to participate in the three-
month session in Jerusalem with 
the retreat. 

In 1984, he was again appointed 
to Congo, which was then called 

Zaire, where a new experience 
awaited him. He was appointed to 
Kinshasa, the capital, 2,000 km 
from Ituri; after living in rural 
areas, it was the great metropolis, 
the crowds, the perpetual agitation, 
in a climate warmer and more 
humid than that of Ituri. 

The church in Kinshasa was 
very much marked by the action 
of Cardinal Malula. In the midst 
of the anti-religious crisis of Zairean 
authenticity, the cardinal spoke out 
strongly: “The missionaries have 
Christianized Africa, the Africans 
will Africanize Christianity”. It 
would be necessary to break up 
the existing structures of parishes 
into smaller Christian communities. 
Within these communities the laity 
will live their Christian life as true 
witnesses of Christ’s love, exercising 
various ministries for these com-
munities. 

Many parishes were founded 
and entrusted to trained lay people: 
the bakambi. The Zairean rite, often 
called the Malula rite, was accepted 
by Rome. Small basic communities 
multiplied. The laity assumed their 
responsibilities in all areas, and the 
main work of the missionaries was 
to organize the formation of all 
these leaders. Bruno embarked on 
this apostolate with his usual en-
thusiasm. 
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In 1987, he returned to France, 
tired, and had to be treated for an 
amoebic abscess of the liver. He 
rested for a time in Tassy. In 1990, 
he returned to Zaire as parish priest 
in Kisenso, in the parish of Saint 
Etienne. The situation in Zaire had 
then deteriorated. Bruno wrote: 
“There is a real storm of anger and 
looting in the industrial and com-
mercial districts of the city, as well 
as in one or other private homes in 
the residential neighborhoods. The 
outburst was caused by the outra-
geous increasing prices, derisory 
wages, the shameless profiteering 
by the ruling class, widespread un-
employment”. 

The district of Kisenso remained 
relatively calm, but the population 
participated en masse in the looting 
in the city. The embassies called 
upon the expatriates to leave, but 
the missionaries remained. Bruno 
confessed in a letter that he was 
physically and morally tired. “No 
wonder,” he said, “that in this at-
mosphere our physical condition 
is shaky, whereas, and this is quite 
painful to live with, it is precisely 
now that I would like to be in 
really good shape”. He then un-
derwent a complete health check-
up. On February 16, 1992, the fa-
mous Christian Walk of Hope took 
place. A true manifestation of evan-

gelical non-violence organized after 
awareness-raising in the churches... 
but would end with blood being 
spilt. Father Santi, Bruno’s vicar, 
participated in the march, was ar-
rested and then expelled from Zaire. 
Bruno, increasingly tired, had to 
leave for his own vacation in June. 
The young Father Hervé Petit was 
the only priest left in the parish, 
and the Regional called upon Father 
Bertrand Gayet, then parish priest 
in Kisangani, to help him as much 
as possible. 

Bruno lived in rue Friant and 
took a much-needed sabbatical year. 
In September 1995, he returned to 
Kisenso as parish priest but was 
obliged to return to France in 1997 
for a 2-year break. He still experi-
enced the same symptoms: dizzi-
ness, vomiting, malaise. He no 
longer felt comfortable in Kinshasa 
and asked for a new appointment: 
coordinator of missionary animation 
in Ituri. It was only in 2000 that he 
returned to Bunia with one priority: 
to take care of the youth, he would 
stay at the regional house. A youth 
center was opened in town with a 
library. The success was immediate. 
There were 3000 subscribers who 
had access to 15,000 books, novels, 
encyclopedias, comic strips and 
school books, not to mention ad-
vanced study materials. Given this 
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success, a university library was 
created with the help of the French 
department for overseas aid. Each 
year new subscribers turned up; 
the dollar contribution did not dis-
courage them. 

Bruno maintained numerous con-
tacts with all the young people who 
attended the center. He was much 
appreciated for his kindness and 
joviality. He was also highly es-
teemed by his confreres who elected 
him as provincial and regional 
councilor for Ituri, and superior of 
the Ituri sector of the new province 
of Central Africa. 

But his state of health demanded 
him to take repeated stays in France. 
Eventually, he resolved to remain 
in France. 

So in 2008, Bruno participated 
in the “over 60” session in Rome, 
and was then appointed at the re-
ception in rue Friant. In the mean-
time, he also undertook a series of 
medical check-ups. Bruno was very 
welcoming; he answered phone 
calls with joy, trying to satisfy as 
well as possible the requests. He 
sometimes did this a bit scrupu-
lously, providing a lot of details. 
He did not hesitate to preside the 
Eucharist in place of one or other 
confrere when asked, but became 
confused when difficulties arose. 

He began treatment and was treated 
by several specialists. When his 
health became more fragile, in 
2014, the Sector Council proposed 
that he should join Bry. At first he 
hesitated and was so perturbed that 
he went to the sector house in Ver-
lomme to beg that he should not 
be sent to Bry and his appointment 
was postponed. But in 2016, his 
health deteriorated further and he 
had to agree to join Bry’s commu-
nity. 

The whole community helped 
him as best they could with great 
patience and brotherhood. The care-
givers did their best and did it well. 
Bruno followed all the community 
activities scrupulously at the be-
ginning, and his company was al-
ways very pleasant. Unfortunately 
and inexorably his condition would 
soon deteriorate, and he was fortu-
nate to have a friend Medina who 
took care of him with remarkable 
dedication. She even regularly took 
him to restaurants or to her home 
for a weekend whenever possible, 
and he always came back from 
there feeling radiant. As the crises 
succeeded one another and inten-
sified, life became more and more 
difficult for him and his neighbors. 
The people in charge of the house 
were even thinking of sending him 
to a specialized home before pan-
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demic at Covid 19 struck; alone in 
his room because of the total con-
finement that all the residents had 
to submit to, there was very little 
news about him until the day when 
the nursing personnel informed us 
that he had returned to the One he 
had served so faithfully throughout 
his life. Unfortunately, no one was 
able to attend his funeral but fortu-
nately his family wanted to bury 
him in the family vault in Versailles. 
They were even able to organize a 
private mass - 20 people maximum 
- celebrated in the Cathedral of St. 
Louis in Versailles.    

Father Emmanuel Ngona, cur-
rently Provincial of the PAC, sent 
this message for his funeral, a mes-
sage that sums up Bruno’s life in a 
nutshell: 

“It is with great emotion that I 
receive the news of the returning 
to God of our elder brother and 
friend Bruno Chupin: may he enter 
into the joy of his Master. May the 
Lord wipe away the tears of all 
those who mourn his death in the 
DRC. Yes, he was a very welcoming 
confrere who helped many people. 
He accompanied me a lot during 
the massacre of my family in 2003 
in Ituri because he was then our 
Superior in Ituri. Father Bruno 
Chupin, go in peace and do not 
forget to continue praying for peace 
and justice in the D.R. Congo. »    

Bertrand Gayet,  
Jean-Claude Paillard  

and Clément Forestier
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Ger van Dieten 
1926 – 2020 

Gerard, called Ger, was 
born on 20th of Novem-
ber 1926 in Meersen, 

Province of Limburg, in the Nether-
lands. He grew up in Boxmeer, 
Province of Brabant. He had his 
secondary education in Nijmegen 
and his White Father formation in 
St. Charles near Boxtel, ‘s-Heeren-
berg, where he took the missionary 
oath on 25th of July 1952. He was 
ordained in   Monteviot, in Scotland, 
on 11th of June  1953. 

Ger was a man of principle; he 
was intelligent and punctual, orga-
nized, methodical and persevering 

in his approach to life and work. 
He had a sound judgment, with 
the tendency to be perfect and ob-
stinate. During the last year of the-
ology in Monteviot, he developed 
some health issues which would 
later be diagnosed as a stomach 
ulcer which meant being on a stict 
diet.  Due to those health problems, 
he was not appointed to Africa, 
but sent to our minor-seminary in 
Sterksel to teach Latin, Dutch, and 
English.   

In 1954, he left for our minor 
seminary in Santpoort in order to 
study German at the University of 
Amsterdam. The following year, 
the superiors asked him to continue 
his studies in Nijmegen with other 
confreres studying at the University. 
During the shorter breaks, Ger went 
for pastoral supplies in Germany, 
and during the summer holidays 
he went to give a hand at “Oost-
priesterhulp”, an association for 
pastoral assistance in the so called 
occupied zones, in Germany. This 
gave him the opportunity to practice 
German in its own context.  In 
June 1959, the doctor would remind 
him of his health condition and of 
the need to slow down.  
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In the early sixties the Dutch 
Province was in financial difficul-
ties. The German Province was so 
kind to arrange supplies for Dutch 
confreres, and all collections would 
be for the Dutch Province. Ger was 
one of those who did so from mid-
June to early September, preparing 
his lessons in between. 

After his studies, Ger was ap-
pointed to our minor seminary in 
Santpoort where from 1960 to 1967 
he taught in the Paulinum, an offi-
cially recognized grammar-school 
jointly managed by the MSC-Fa-
thers and the White Fathers in 
Driehuis. Our students and teachers 
cycled every-day to Driehuis, with 
sandwiches for lunch in their 
satchels. Ger taught German as 
well as religion.  He also gave a 
lot of his time to community life 
in Santpoort as he was in charge 
of the seniors (Forms 5 & 6). Each 
term he would make sure to have a 
good talk with each one of his stu-
dents. To the Sisters, who were 
looking after the kitchen, he would 
weekly give a conference.  He 
spent part of his holidays visiting 
the students’ parents, which was 
highly appreciated by them. 

In June 1966 Ger organised for 
confreres and other people a study 
weekend in Santpoort to discuss 

and reflect on the future with the 
help of the following three ques-
tions: why “Christian” development 
aid?  Priestly formation or formation 
for Christian development aid?  
What role for priests, religious and 
lay people in Missionary Develop-
ment?  

In 1967, the White Fathers start-
ed a new philosophical and theo-
logical formation community in 
Tilburg. Ger was one of the pioneers 
of this community where the can-
didates lived while studying at the 
University where they jointly 
worked towards a “Study and Con-
tact Centre for Christian Develop-
ment Aid”. Ger got involved in 
several consultative-bodies and 
workshops, and still found time to 
minister to the homeless. It was a 
time of searching for new ways 
and trying them out. The number 
of White Father students declined 
fast and Ger had time to spare for 
other pastoral activities. In July 
1969, he was appointed third curate 
of the St. Dionysius parish where 
their house was situated, and he 
was involved in supporting the so 
called “guest workers” in Tilburg.  
In autumn 1971, he became a mem-
ber of the support commission for 
travelling people, and by the end 
of December, he was appointed as 
a member of the board of the 
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Catholic Institute for Welfare Apos-
tolate and of the Institute for Special 
Family and Youth Apostolate. He 
became aware that he was entering 
progressively into the Social Apos-
tolate. 

At the occasion of his silver Ju-
bilee in June 1978, Ger wrote that 
he was experiencing God more 
closely and was seeing His Creative 
Spirit at work in precisely those 
varied social groupings, in guest 
workers, who in his inhospitable 
country live with courage their own 
hospitality and express their tradi-
tional religiosity; in young people 
with their thirst for life and their 
compelling desire to grow in their 
unique way; in the poor, voiceless 
and powerless, but who have their 
own “language” of “just acting and 
being available”. Ger’s dedication 
for and his interest in these groups 
made him a suitable candidate for 
the post of Secretary of the Com-
mission for Pastoral Projects in the 
Netherlands (PIN), which was in-
stituted by the Conference of Dutch 
Religious (KNR), a position he held 
from 1980 to 1985. During this 
same period, he was also a member 
of the Provincial Council of the 
White Fathers in the Netherlands. 

However, Ger wished to return 
to pastoral parish-activities. In 1985, 

he went “very far away” to Ame-
land-island to be the parish-priest 
of St. Clemens parish. He was there 
for 10 years and worked with great 
dedication and satisfaction. With 
his Limburg and Brabant back-
ground, he took along some of the 
Burgundian style of the South to 
the “barren North” where he soon 
felt at-home. His open personality 
where there was room for everyone, 
made him soon accepted and re-
spected there too.  His knowledge 
of German served him well in meet-
ing and ministering to the many 
German visitors to Ameland. Hence, 
after his retirement in 1995, he de-
cided to stay in the North and 
choose as home base Ee in Fries-
land. There he continued for many 
years to render services and to de-
vote his time to asylum seekers 
and other marginal of society. He 
lived there for 23 years. 

Owing to his permanent resi-
dence in Netherlands, Ger became 
and remained a binding factor in 
his own family. Organizing re-
unions was never too much for 
him. His presence within the family 
was always appreciated. Ger was 
well known to all the members of 
his family, those near (sister and 
half-brother) and far away (van 
Dieten and Zinken branches). He 
could always be approached by 
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all of them for counsel and sup-
port. 

The more his years increased, 
the more his health declined. Ger 
came to Heythuysen on 10th Oc-
tober 2018 to spend the last years 
of his life in the White Fathers’ 
community at Saint Charles. Due 
to his advanced age, that transition 
was enormous. He loved to speak 
about his pastoral work in Germany 
and would often speak German 
with his confreres. Walking was 
getting difficult, even with a walking 
frame. He increasingly had to rely 
on a wheelchair.  He started de-
clining, not only physically but 
mentally too. His health started 
failing rapidly from mid April 2020, 

and it became clear that his long 
and beautiful life was ending. Ger 
died peacefully in his flat in the 
presence of a nurse on the 17th of 
May 2020; a confrere had just spent 
some time with him. 

On 22nd of May 2020, Father 
Ger van Dieten was laid to rest in 
our cemetery at St.Charles in 
Heythuysen. 

Ger said that his rule of life 
was: “Jesus of Nazareth is for me 
the truth, the way, and the life. He 
is my foothold”. 

Marien van den Eijnden 
Jozef de Bekker 
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Justin Louvard 
1922 - 2020 

Justin was born on February 
14, 1922 in Hardanges, 
Mayenne. His father died 

when he was eleven. After his high 
school studies à l’Institution du 
Sacré-Cœur de Mayenne and au 
Collège de l’Immaculée Conception 
in Laval, he was admitted to join 
the White Fathers. Because of the 
war and the war-torn zone, he could 
not go to Kerlois; like all the stu-
dents of his class, including François 
de Gaulle, he went to Thibar, in 
Tunisia, for philosophy. Before go-
ing to the novitiate, they were all 
mobilized and were in the army 
for three years, between 1942 and 
1945: they took part in the landing 

in Provence, in the Italian campaign, 
and then some battles in France 
and Germany. It was not until 1945 
that they were demobilized. Justin 
and his confreres then joined the 
novitiate in Maison Carrée. After 
the years of theology at Thibar, 
they were ordained to the priesthood 
in Carthage on February 1, 1950. 
That day they were 49 to be or-
dained. This impressive number 
was due to the fact that the war 
obliged the majority of them to in-
terrupt their studies.   

Appointment in Upper Volta 

Justin like his confrere François 
de Gaulle was appointed to Upper 
Volta in the Apostolic Prefecture 
of Ouahigouya, with Bishop Joseph 
Bretault who had chosen to reside 
in Koudougou. In his memoirs, en-
titled “J’ai vu se lever l’Eglise 
d’Afrique”, Fr. de Gaulle wrote “I 
boarded le Hoggar with Justin Lou-
vard with whom I had spent 7 years 
of studies, he “forever the younger 
one” and I “forever his eldest”, as 
we up to today like to joke about, 
Justin being born a day after me. 
We celebrated mass on board every 
morning in the first class music 
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lounge before the other passengers 
woke up. Then the days would 
pass, long, monotonous, similar to 
the previous ones, with reading, 
endless discussions and loitering, 
leaning against the rail under the 
ever increasing heart” (p. 137).  

François de Gaulle was assigned 
to the parish of Ouahigouya and 
Justin at the Koudougou procure 
for constructions, while at the same 
time learning the Mossi language. 
Then followed a whole series of 
transfers which he would sometimes 
accept with difficulty, but he always 
served the mission with great gen-
erosity. In April 1951, he founded 
the parish of Temnaoré. Two years 
later, he went to Didyr to start an-
other foundation, but there he had 
to learn the language of the 
Gourounsi people. It is with this 
ethnic group that he lived most of 
his time on the missions, having 
mastered very well the language 
and the people’s customs. In 1954, 
he became parish priest of Didyr. 
He was considered to be “tenacious 
in bringing his projects to a satis-
factory completion”! However, 
Justin whose health had been good, 
began to have health problems 
which required hospitalization in 
1957 in Ouagadougou and then 
convalescence in France. In 1954, 
the Apostolic Prefecture had become 

a diocese with the diocesan head-
quarters in Koudougou. 

By 1962 Justin was in Nantes 
where he gave himself wholeheart-
edly to missionary animation work. 
In 1965, he returned to Upper Volta 
and to the Mossi in Yako. A year 
later he went back to the bilingual 
parish of Imansgo (Mossi-Gouroun-
si). He always knew how to com-
bine apostolate and material work 
for which he was talented. In 1969, 
in France, he edited for the first 
time ever the complete four Gospels 
in lyélé, the language of the 
Gourounsis, he had become an ex-
pert in. In 1970, he returned to 
Koudougou and was appointed to 
the community of the procure to 
be the chaplain of the groups of 
catholic action in the Diocese 
(CV.AV, JOC, Family) and of the 
collège Sainte-Monique run by the 
Sisters of the Assumption.   

Apostolate in France and 

Burkina Faso 

His health, once again, forced 
him to return and stay in France. 
He accepted parish ministry in the 
area of Bonnelles for 4 years.  After 
a sabbatical, during which he fol-
lowed lectures at the ISTR in Paris, 
he joined the vocational and mis-
sionary animation team of his dio-
cese of origin in Laval. He stayed 
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there for 3 years and was “appre-
ciated for his experience and his 
missionary zeal” according to his 
bishop. In 1977, Justin wrote: “I 
quit smoking after consuming sev-
eral packs of Gauloise a day for 30 
years! » 

In 1980, his health allowed him 
to return to Upper Volta, which in 
1984 became Burkina Faso. For 
about fifteen years (1980-1997), 
he settled there in the diocese of 
Koudougou where he was much 
appreciated for everything he un-
dertook.  He was curate in Ténado 
and Réo, then in charge of the Cen-
tre artisanal of Réo for the training 
of young people, and finally in 
Koudougou for diocesan services, 
including CEDIMAM (Centre 
diocésain des mass médias). It was 
there that he would take over and 
develop the diocesan magazine 
“Witnesses of Christ” which would  
become “Témoins d’un people en 
marche”. He also looked after the 
quasi Gourounsi parish on the out-
skirts of the city. Finally, he also 
supervised the building of what 
would become the residence of the 
Missionaries of Africa in 
Koudougou.  

Definitive return to France 

In 1997, he finally returned to 
France as he had asked “before it 

is too late”, so as to make room for 
young people and to be able to 
render the services he was still ca-
pable of.  After a time of rest with 
his family, he was asked to join 
the team at the reception rue Friant. 
This he gladly accepted. He put 
there his computer skills to good 
use. In 2000, he celebrated the 
golden Jubilee of his priestly ordi-
nation, which gave him the oppor-
tunity to travel to Tunisia with his 
“twin brother “, François de Gaulle.  

At the end of that same year, he 
was appointed chaplain to the MSO-
LA in Verrières-le-Buisson to re-
place Fr. Duval. Upon his arrival 
in Verrières he came down with a 
health problem: erysipelas forced 
him to stay in Bry-sur-Marne. In 
addition to animating the liturgical 
celebrations and giving talks to the 
Sisters, he also accompanied les 
Équipes Notre Dame. In 2002, he 
had the joy of going to Burkina, 
the country where he had spent 
most of his time. 

His next appointment would be 
Bry-sur-Marne on condition he ac-
cept to be the assistant superior of 
the house. He arrived in Bry in 
July 2004. He was given an elabo-
rate job description the main part 
of which was maintenance work. 
Even if at times things didn’t always 
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seem too clear in his mind he how-
ever always gave priority to the 
needs of the confreres! How many 
times did he not accompany resi-
dents either to the hospital or to 
appointments with specialists. If 
someone was hospitalized at Saint-
Camille, not a day would pass by 
without him going to visit them! 
In 2016, he was asked to hand over 
to another confrere. This proved 
difficult for him; he continued to 
accompany by car the sick until 
2017: he was 95 years old! 

His view of things in the house 
of Bry, which became an EHPAD 
(institutional residence for au-
tonomous and dependent persons), 
spoke volumes about how he lived 
there in his last years. Before his 
confreres, all old and often sick, 
doing as best they could what they 
were still able to do, with no one 
being surprised by anything, or 
seeming to notice anything unusual, 
he saw in it the desire for a deep 
mutual respect. Inspired by the 
same wisdom that Africans attribute 
to old people, he wrote in the con-

clusion of his book “Memories”: 
“We are lucky to have remained in 
the White Fathers’ family”.  

In these past few years, his 
health declined quite rapidly. It 
was on the evening of June 9, 2020, 
that the Lord called him home, two 
months after the departure of his 
faithful companion, Fr. François 
de Gaulle. He was in the hospital 
for 3 days, after which he was 
brought back to the EHPAD: the 
doctors gave him little time to live, 
but he lasted 3 weeks. 

Justin was the first confrere, just 
after the lockdown, to have the 
celebration of his funeral in the 
church of Bry and in the presence 
of some of his family. 12 confreres 
from Verlomme, Friant and Mours 
represented the confreres of Bry 
who still were not allowed to go 
out.   

May he finally rest in peace! At 
98 years of age, he greatly deserved 
it. 

Jean Chauvineau  
and Pierre Landreau  
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Josef Moser 
1939 – 2020 

Josef was born on March 30, 
1939 in Reischach, Bavaria, 
in the Diocese of Passau, 

where his parents had a farm. 
Josef began the classical studies 
in Burghausen. One year later, 
he entered the diocesan Minor 
Seminary in Passau where he 
continued his studies. In 1960, 
after graduating from high school, 
he entered the Diocesan Seminary. 
During his studies of Philosophy, 
he had an inkling of the missionary 
vocation and joined the Mission-
aries of Africa. He completed his 
philosophical studies in Trier. In 
August 1962, he joined the Novi-
tiate in Hörstel, from where he 
went to Vals Le Puys in France 

for the four years of theology. He 
took his missionary Oath on 27th 
June 1966 and was ordained priest 
in Passau on June 29 1967. 

Appointed to Algeria Josef went 
to Azazga on 14th September, 
1967, in Greater Kabylia, where 
he taught in a remedial school, 
which prepared young boys with-
out school certificate for admission 
to the Vocational Training Centre. 
He was also engaged in pastoral 
ministry in a community composed 
of White Fathers, White Sisters 
and some lay people. In 1968, 
he was in Rome, where he studied 
Arabic and Islamology for two 
years at the I.P.E.A. which became 
the PISAI. In September 1970, 
he went to el Golea, in the Sahara, 
to learn Arabic dialect. 

When Josef arrived in Algeria in 
1967 he found Algeria had be-
come an independent and Islamic 
State since 1962. Christians had 
gone back home and the Church 
remained with its institutions, 
schools and charitable organiza-
tions. The activities of the White 
Fathers were practically focused 
on teaching in their schools or in 
their vocational training centers. 
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A lot of imagination was demanded 
from the confreres appointed at 
that time to integrate, or “fit in” as 
it was said in those days. Josef 
found his place in Mostaganem, 
in the diocese of Oran, together 
with a confrere, teaching at the 
high school. He enrolled in the 
faculty of languages at the Uni-
versity of Oran, for the German 
language from 1971 to 1974. After 
graduation, the faculty wanted to 
keep him by offering him the po-
sition of Assistant. 

The Bishop of Oran, Mgr Henri 
Teissier, proposed to the White 
Fathers that Josef and the confrere 
in charge of the Centre de Docu-
mentation Économique et Social 
(CDES) form a community to-
gether. The CDES came into being 
after 1962, when the diocesan 
Caritas started small development 
projects in cooperation with the 
Faculty of Economics of the 
Catholic University of Louvain. 
The Assistants set up a small li-
brary specializing in economics, 
law and sociology. This library 
was made available to the stu-
dents of the new University of 
Oran. The Province accepted the 
bishop’s proposal and the two 
confreres truly represented the 
Church to the students and also 
to the lecturers who were of dif-
ferent nationalities.  

However, in 1978, Josef had to 
return to Germany because of ill-
ness. He spent his sick leave in 
Cologne and Trier. In 1980, the 
doctor ruled out a return to Algeria 
and Josef was appointed to the 
community in München where he 
joined the diocesan team which 
was at the service of immigrants, 
especially those from countries 
with Muslim tradition. The activities 
consisted mainly of charitable ser-
vice, training and providing infor-
mation on Islam for those working 
in pastoral care and maintaining 
contact with different Islamic 
groups or organizations. In 1983, 
Josef replaced our confrere Arthur 
Hand as head of this diocesan 
service.  His studies and the life 
he shared with Algerians made 
Josef truly qualified for this service. 
Through his human approach, he 
built up relations between collab-
orators and created friendly rela-
tions both with immigrant families 
and with the leaders of Islamic 
associations. In the evenings in 
the month of Ramadan, Josef 
was the guest of honor in every 
home whenever it was time to 
break the fast. In 2008 the Arch-
diocese of Munich reorganized 
the Vicariate and this service be-
came a Unit of Ecumenical and 
Interreligious Dialogue. The char-
itable service was stopped and 
became part of the Diocesan Car-
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itas. Josef no longer felt comfort-
able in this new structure. He felt 
that there was too much “admin-
istration work” and too few meeting 
of people. In 2011, due to his 
age, Josef asked for his employ-
ment contract to be terminated.  

However, among the immigrants 
there were also a large number 
of Arab Christians. On leaving the 
Unit for Ecumenical and Interreli-
gious Dialogue, Josef was ap-
pointed curate of the Chaldean 
Parish. This parish became a 
stronghold for Copts and Ma-
ronites. The Chaldean Parish was 
initially housed in the premises of 
a parish in the city Centre, but 
due to the large number of Arab 
Catholics the Archdiocese put a 
church at their disposal. In addition, 
once a month Josef celebrated 
the Eucharist with some families 
in the chapel of our house in 
München until 2017. During house 
visiting of his parishioners, he 
was welcomed like a “chibani”, 
the wise old man. He was asked 
for advice on all kinds of issues 
which displaced families had to 
cope with. Families also appreci-
ated the fact that Josef visited 
family members who had re-
mained in the countries of their 
ancestors in Iraq, Lebanon, Pales-
tine and Syria.  

The State of Bavaria recognized 
Josef’s commitment and awarded 
him the Bavarian State Medal for 
his social commitment. Josef re-
ceived the medal from Mrs. Christa 
Stevens, Minister for Labor, Social 
Affairs, Family and Women, on 
November 22, 2004. 

In his missionary life, both in Algeria 
and in Germany, Josef was close 
to the people he met. He shared 
with Christian and Muslim immi-
grants their joys and their worries 
and he tried to build up a network 
of lasting friendships. Rooted in 
both the Western and the Eastern 
tradition of the Church – the so 
called “two lungs” of the Church - 
Josef was able to express the ori-
entation of his Christian faith. His 
illness however would increasingly 
limit his activities.   

Josef died on June 13, 2020 in 
the clinic in Murnau. Due to the 
pandemic of Covid – 19,  only  a 
few confreres with some members 
of his family and a small delegation 
of the Arabic-speaking Parish 
gathered for a prayer in the Chapel 
of the cemetery chapel. Josef 
was laid to rest in our cemetery 
in München on 23 June, 2020. 

Hans Vöcking
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Willy Delen 
1933 – 2020 

Willy was born on 18th of Au-
gust 1933 in Noordwijk, a village 
in the Province of South Holland 
in the Netherlands. After secondary 
school he started his White Father 
formation at St. Charles near Boxtel 
and in ’s-Heerenberg, from where 
he proceeded to Totteridge  where 
he took the missionary Oath on 
11th of June 1961. Together with 7 
confreres he was ordained priest 
in Santpoort on 29th of June 1962, 
while another 8 of his classmates 
were ordained the same day in Bre-
da. 

Willy had sound judgment and 
was of a pleasant disposition getting 
along with everyone. He was quiet 
and unpretentious, avoiding the 
limelight, ever ready to render ser-
vice. He knew what he wanted and 
devoted himself totally to it. When 
there were difficulties he would 
worry and get depressed, but he 
would get over it. 

His father was interested in the-
ology and made notes in the books 
he read. Willy used those notes his 
whole life. One of his brothers 
after his retirement, started to study 
philosophy as a hobby. In discus-
sions with his brother and with his 
sister who used to read much it 
quickly became obvious that Willy 
was more interested in the practical 
application of what he read. He 
would read a lot and captivatingly 
talk about it. He selected books 
and articles which could inspire in 
a contemporary manner, such as 
how to talk about God today. 

On 10th of December 1962, he 
left for Kisubi in the Archdiocese of 
Kampala, where for six months he 
studied Luganda language and cul-
ture, while at the same time engaging 
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in some pastoral work. In January 
1964, he moved to Bujuni and had 
to learn another language and culture, 
Lunyoro. The parish had many 
Catholics and there he met a Catechist 
80 years old.  A model for me, wrote 
Willy, a man full of fire, full of wis-
dom, and a man of prayer.  In 1967, 
Willy was for half a year in Kakindu 
Parish, and in May 1968, he returned 
to Bujuni as Parish Priest. Notwith-
standing a difficult start, he called 
this period “the best years of my 
life”. 

In October 1973, he moved to 
Mugalika as Parish Priest. The 
Parish was a vast area with 52 out-
stations and villages, a Catechists’ 
Training Centre, and a big public 
hospital. As income the parish had 
a large farm with 20 Frisian Cows 
and a petrol-station. It was during 
the troubled period of Idi Amin 
(1971-1979), with fearful days of 
war and with a large refugee camp 
being put up in the parish. 

At that time the Archbishop 
asked all priests to accompany the 
Charismatic Movement which had 
become quite popular. Their in-
volvement prevented the growth 
of a sect which started in Willy’s 
parish.  

In October 1982, he moved to 
Bujuni again as Parish Priest.  This 

area was to become for some years 
the battle field where rebels led by 
the current President Museveni and 
government troops of the then Pres-
ident Obote fought. Many Catholic 
Lay leaders were imprisoned, un-
justly accused of all sorts of 
“crimes”. This was a troubled pe-
riod.  

After 1986, Willy could again 
have monthly meetings with the 
catechists, praying and preparing 
the homilies together. He would 
again visit outstations and families 
at home. A domestic science school 
was build and to pay for the build-
ings and for the school running 
expenses a farm with local cows 
was started.  

In March 1988, he was to start 
a new parish in Rwemisanga. Omer 
Dierkx (+ 31.1.2005) looked after 
the building and the formation of 
the Catechists, while Willy and 
Michael Mawelera, a confrere from 
Malawi, took care of the parish, 
the church councils and  pastoral 
activities in the villages. Everything 
was in its initial stage and required 
lots of patience to try and build up 
a community of believers. For the 
fishing villages at the Lake Albert, 
they used an inflatable boat with 
outboard motor. There also was a 
camp with 10.000 refugees. Some 
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of them remained marked by the 
traumatic experiences they went 
through.  

In January 1999, at the age of 
65, he moved to Hima Parish in 
Kasese Diocese, situated at the feet 
of the snowcapped Ruwenzori 
mountains. A densely populated 
region with 40 primary and 8 sec-
ondary schools. Willy gave his time 
mainly to teachers and pupils.  

In September 2004 the parish 
was handed over to local diocesan 
priests and Willy returned for good 
to the Netherlands.  

During his whole time in Uganda 
Willy remained impressed by the 
warm hospitality of the local pop-
ulation wherever he went and by 
the wisdom of the elders, both men 
and women. He remembered a vil-
lage where all who had problems 
went for advice to an old lady. 
They all returned pacified. Willy’s 
whole pastoral work was centered 
on helping laypeople becoming 
aware of their own responsibility. 
He loved working with students so 
much that he called it his hobby!  

Back in the Netherlands he 
wrote: “My life as a missionary 
has been strongly influenced by 
the Vatican Council (1962-1965) 
and by the independence of Uganda 

(1962): a time of renewal and a 
time of freedom and openness. My 
period in Africa 1962-2004 was 
marked by africanisation and by 
an enormous growth of the local 
church. I started to work under the 
first African bishop, Mgr. Joseph 
Kiwanuka, who was a Missionary 
of Africa”.  

In March 2005, he settled in 
our community in Dongen, from 
where he moved to Heythuysen in 
2009. There he would preside at 
the community Eucharist and he 
would regularly replace the chaplain 
of St. Elisabeth Home for the El-
derly. His homilies were much ap-
preciated. Willy was always very 
interested in what others were doing 
and experiencing. Until the end of 
his life he was attentively listening 
and asking interesting questions. 
When the weather was good, he 
would set out for at least an hour 
on his e-bike. He loved reading 
the rest of the day. 

Gradually, he became more and 
more handicapped, only able to 
move with difficulty with a walking 
aid. Initially he went nevertheless 
out to do some shopping in the vil-
lage or to the physiotherapist. At 
the beginning of this year even that 
became too much for him.  So a 
confrere kindly did his shopping, 
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among which until the last week 
was a portion of smoked trout! 

The last week-end of June he 
suffered from severe stomach ache. 
An operation would have possibly 
brought some relief, but Willy clear-
ly indicated that he did not wish 
an operation. He said: “I have had 
a splendid life, and I am grateful 
for that”. On 1st of July, he received 
the sacrament of the sick, in the 
presence of a cousin and some con-

freres, and died peacefully in his 
flat on 4th of July 2020. On 10th 
of July 2020, we took leave of him 
during the celebration of the Eu-
charist and buried him in our ceme-
tery at Saint Charles.  

The characteristic of Jesus which 
Willy highlighted in his life was: 
“He has done all things well”, Mk. 
7: 37.  

Marien  van den Eijnden  
and Jozef de Bekker 
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Sister Anna Wille (Sr. Martha-Maria). She died in Nohfelden, Germany, 
on the 22th october 2020, at the age of 92 years of which 69 years of Missionary 
life in Germany 

Sister Léonie Goulet (Sr. Léonce). She died in Beauport, Canada, on the 21 
october 2020, at the age of 88 years of which 65 years of Missionary life in 
Tunisie, France and Canada. 

RR.. II ..PP..

Missionaries of  Africa

Father Reinhard Hohmann, of the Diocese of Ermland, Germany. He died 
in Trier, Germany, on the 30th of September 2020, at the age of 83 years of which 
58 years of missionary life in Malawi and Germany. 

Father Joachim Lieberich, of the Diocese of Speyer, Germany. He died in 
Bad Dürkheim, Germany, on the 4th of October 2020, at the age of 76 years, of 
which 49 years of missionary life in Tanzania, Mozambique and Germany. 

Father José V. Sotillo Blasco, of the Diocese of Avila, Spain. He died in 
Madrid, Spain, on the 6th of October 2020 at the age of 84 years, of which 60 
years of missionary life in Mozambique, Switzerland, DR Congo, Tanzania and 
Spain. 

Father Charles Mayaud, of the diocese of Angers, France. He died in Bil-
lère, France, on the 9th of October 2020, at the age of 92 years, of which 68 years 
of missionary life in Italy, Lebanon, Algeria, Libya, Tunisia and France. 

Father Josef Beck, of the Diocese of Rottenburg, Germany. He died in 
Hechingen, Germany, on 15th of October 2020, at the age of 90 years, of which 
62 years of missionary life in Mali and Germany. 

Father Gérard Bouchard, of the Diocese of Chicoutimi, Canada. He died 
in Sherbrooke, Canada, on the 16th of October 2020, at the age of 89 years, of 
which 62 years of missionary life in Tanzania and Canada. 

Father Germán Arconada del Vale, of the   Diocese of Palencia, Spain. He 
died in Madrid, Spain, on the 18th of October 2020, at the age of 83 years, of 
which 58 years of missionary life in Burundi, Tanzania and Spain. 

Father Bernard Baudon, of the Diocese of Amiens, France. He died in Pau, 
France, on the 21st of October 2020 at the age of 85 years, of which 56 years of 
missionary life in Burundi, Tanzania and France. 
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